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In reviewing an extensive field such as the pharmacology of magnesium ions it

is necessary to limit the subject. The present review will deal mainly with the

effects of an increase in magnesium concentration on the neuromuscular and car-

diovascular system. Work on the effects of magnesium deficiency, the metabolism

and therapeutic effect of magnesium ions will not he considered. Magnesium

metabolism and the effects of magnesium deprivation have been reviewed by

Schmidt and Greenberg (116) and Greenberg (58). The therapeutic effects were

dealt with by Smith, Winkler and Hoff (123), who reviewed the pharmacological

effects and the absorption and excretion of magnesium salts. Variations in serum

magnesium concentration in various disease conditions were covered by Haury

(67).

Central versus Peripheral Action of Magnesium in the Nervous System. The

depressant action of magnesium on the neuromuscular system was first demon-

strated by Jolyet and Cahours (75) who found a peripheral curare-like action in

both cold- and warm-blooded animals. Meltzer and Auer (96), in an extensive

series of papers on the anesthetic effect of magnesium salts, confirmed the de-

pressant action but attributed it solely to a central anesthetic effect, a point of

view they later revised by further attributing to magnesium a peripheral depres-

sant action on neuromuscular transmission. At about the same time it was shown

beyond doubt that magnesium in man has a depressant effect on the cortex,

smce unconsciousness is produced by injection of magnesium salts (110).

The problem of the site of action of magnesium, especially the effect on different

parts of the central nervous system and the sensitivity of the central nervous

system as compared with that of the neuromuscular junction, was the object of

numerous discussions in the following years.

The first systematic investigations w-ere made by Matthews and Brooks (94)

using cross-circulation experiments in dogs. They found a central depressant ac-

tion on respiration, though this was not as easily produced as the peripheral

paralysing effect. More recent investigations of the action on the spinal reflexes

show some discrepancies. The experiments of Hoff, Smith and Winkler (73) on

decerebrate cats demonstrated that magnesium chiefly affects neuromuscular

transmission and not the central nervous system, although the experiments do

not exclude a central effect. They correlated the motor response produced by

electrical stimulation of the motor nerve at different frequencies with the serum

magnesium concentration. At high concentrations of serum magnesium, high

frequencies of stimulation were required to produce a motoF response. The

different reflexes disappeared at different concentrations of serum magnesium:

tendon reflexes at about 5 mM magnesium; respiration at approximately 10 mM;
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whereas the corneal reflex did not disappear until a concentration of 15-18 m�I

of magnesium was reached. The order of disappearance of reflexes was correlated

with the frequency of spontaneous reflex discharge characteristic of the motor

element of the reflex, the reflexes with slow discharge frequency disappearing

first. After tetanic stimulation of the afferent nerve, the reflexes could be made to

reappear, suggesting to the authors that the site of effect on the reflexes w’as at

the neuromuscular junction. On the other hand, Bryant et al. (22a), using a differ-

ent technique, concluded that the action of magnesium is primarily central. They

compared reflex activity and motor response to stimulation of the motor nerve

during magnesium anesthesia, and found that spinal reflexes were abolished while

neuromuscular transmission was still unimpaired. More recently a similar tech-

nique has yielded different results. The site of the depressant action of magnesium

was investigated by recording the threshold for the crossed extensor reflex and

the threshold for the response to electrical stimulation of the motor nerve. At

the time of respiratory paralysis produced by magnesium salts, a reduced

peripheral but unchanged central irritability was demonstrated. By further in-

creasing the degree of anesthesia (during artificial respiration) a depression of

the reflex centre occurred very soon (42). Hoff et al. (73) suggested that the

discrepant findings of Bryant et al. (22a) might be due to the use of different
frequency of stimulation. However, a high stimulation frequency can hardly

be the explanation since Engbak (42) with 100 c.p.s. still found primarily a

peripheral action of magnesium.

In summarizing we may conclude that both central and peripheral depressant

actions of magnesium have been demonstrated. The relative sensitivity seems to

be greatest in the periphery of the motor system although this question is not

finally settled.

Central Nervous System Effect of Magnesium. As mentioned above the intra-

venous injection of magnesium produces unconsciousness. The effect of mag-

nesium on spontaneous electrical activity of the brain was first examined on the

olfactory bulb of the isolated frog brain (85). Magnesium in concentrations of

the same order of magnitude as the anesthetic concentrations in warmblooded

animals (3-10 mM added to the magnesium-free Ringer’s solution) produced

slowing of the normal 6 per sec. rhythm. The electrocorticogram of cats under

light pentobarbital anesthesia was likewise modified by intravenous infusion of

magnesium, which at first produced a transient slowing (115), the effect being

rather small as compared with the effect of aliphatic anesthetics. The slowing of

the electrical activity reappeared later, simultaneously with electrocardiographic
changes similar to those produced by calcium and potassium. But calcium and

potassium did not alter the electrocorticogram until the heart was affected.

As pointed out by Rubin et al. (115), the early transient changes in the electro-

corticogram might he secondary to the fall in blood pressure simultaneously

produced. However, before the heart is affected, the mean arterial blood pressure

does not fall below 100 mm Hg (72), a fall in blood pressure which according to

Beecher et al. (7) is not likely to produce changes in the electrocorticogram. A

slowing in the electroencephalographic rhythm of the unanesthetized rabbit was
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also found by Bertrand et al. (9), but these experiments were performed without

artificial respiration, and the effect might be due to the anoxemia produced by

respiratory failure.

Interference by the cardiovascular effects of magnesium makes it difficult to

demonstrate the effect of the ion on the spontaneous electrical activity of the

brain in the intact animal. If it exists at all, it is rather small as compared with

the effect of the aliphatic anesthetics.

ATerve Fibers. Block of conduction in peripheral nerve occurs at concentrations

which are 10-20 times those needed for blocking neuromuscular transmission

(138, 46, 29, 42). At this high concentration it is doubtful if the blocking is due

to a specific effect of magnesium ions. To obtain this concentration either all the

sodium of the Ringer’s solution must be replaced by magnesium, which suggests

that the lack of sodium in itself establishes conduction block (71), or the magne-

sium must be applied in a hypertonic solution. Moreover, the action potential of

smgle nerve fibers of the frog is unaffected by concentrations up to 66 mM mag-

nesium (68) (the concentration of a magnesium solution isotonic with frog

Ringer’s solution being approximately 80 mM). The effect of magnesium (20 mM

MgC12) upon the membrane potential of the nerve consists in a slight initial

increase, followed by slight depolarization after 2 to 3 hours (87). Even after

24 hours this depolarization amounted to only a few millivolts (about 10 per

cent) and the nerve fibers could still conduct impulses without detectable ab-

normality. Excess of calcium exerted a similar effect, hut its action was more

rapid and less reversible than that of magnesium. The depolarization produced

by anoxia was delayed by magnesium, the magnesium treated part of the anoxic
nerve staying excitable for some time (87). A similarity in effects of maghesium

and calcium on peripheral nerve was found in the effect on the temperature sen-

sitivity of the spike potential, in that both magnesium and calcium lower the

optimum temperature for maximum spike height (83).

It seems well established that the depressant action of magnesium on motor

nerves is much less pronounced than its effect on neuromuscular transmission and

on the central nervous system.

A certain local anesthetic effect has been claimed by several authors (96, 139,

63). As for the motor nerves, however, the experiments were made with hyper-

tonic solutions or with sodium-free isotonic solutions, and the specific blocking

effect on sensory nerves is doubtful.

Neuromuscular Transmission and Muscle. The primary peripheral effect of

magnesium is its blocking effect on neuromuscular transmission. When a nerve-

muscle preparation is treated with magnesium (20-50 mM) it becomes inexcit-

able to stimulation through the nerve, while the irritability of the muscle remains

unchanged (75, 77,5, 29). After prolonged applications, changes in the irritability

of the muscle occur (10, 63, 138, 5, 36, 1). During magnesium anesthesia of the

intact animal, the height of contraction of directly stimulated muscle was found

to he unaffected, while stimulation of the motor nerve failed to produce a re-

sponse. This was the case with a serum magnesium concentration up to 15 mM

(73). The magnesium effect on the muscle has been examined on curarized and
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denervated muscle in order to avoid stimulation of the intramuscular nerve

endings. In curarized frog muscle the height of contraction was reversibly

reduced by 20 mM magnesium (138), 10 mM producing a transient small effect

on contraction and a significant decrease in excitability (42). The threshold

magnesium concentration for effect on the muscle is 10 mM in cold-blooded

animals, while it must be higher for mammalian muscle (73).

In denervated frog muscle Ashkenaz (1) found a decrease in excitability, after

application of 67 mM MgC12 in Ringer’s solution, of the same order of magnitude

as in normal muscle. The effect w-as, however, less reversible in the denervated

than in the normal muscle.

Intravenous injection of magnesium decreased the twitch height of both the

innervated and the denervated anterior tibialis muscle in the dog (90a). The

depressant action was restored within a few minutes in the case of muscle with

intact nerve supply, whereas the denervated muscle did not recover within half

an hour. It seems advisable, however, not to transfer findings on denervated

muscle directly to normal muscle. Several substances have a different mode of

action on denervated muscle, possibly due to a difference in permeability. Dener-

vated muscle is known to be more permeable than normal muscle to potassium

ions (26), and the permeability of normal muscle for magnesium is very low (see

p. 405).

A comparison of electrical stimulation of the single endplate in the lizard with

stimulation of its nerve showed that the neuromuscular transmission was revers-

ibly blocked for nerve stimulation by 4-8 mM magnesium, whereas the response

to direct stimulation of the endplate remained unaffected at concentrations up

to 80 mM (42). Lizard muscle was found to be less susceptible to magnesium

than frog muscle.

The blocking effect of magnesium at the neuromuscular junction is in certain

respects similar to that of curare. Curare is know-n to depress the sensitivity of

the muscle to intra-arterially injected acetyicholine (21) and to acetylcholine

applied directly to the single endplate (24, 25, 80). Also magnesium produces a

decreased sensitivity to the stimulating effect of acetylcholine on the single

endplate (42). However, the site of action of magnesium and curare is presumably

different, as magnesium blocks the stimulating effect of potassium as well. This

was examined on the sympathetic ganglion, in which magnesium blocked trans-

mission and prevented the stimulating effect of acetylcholine and potassium,

whereas curare blocked the response to acetylcholine, hut not to potassium (126).

The contracture produced by acetyicholine and by potassium in the frog’s rectus
abdominis was antagonized by magnesium, the necessary concentration being

about 10 times less for potassium than for acetylcholine (71a). Whether magne-

sium also blocks the muscular contraction produced by potassium remains to be

shown. Some further light might be thrown on the site of action of magnesium at

the neuromuscular junction by electrophysiological methods. At present it is

unknow-n whether magnesium depolarizes or stabilizes the membrane potential

at the site of the endplate.

In crabs, in which the neuromuscular system is unaffected by acetylcholine and
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curare, raising of magnesium concentration about 2.5 times above the normal

blood level produced a complete neuromuscular block, whereas higher magnesium

concentrations were required to affect the muscle substance itself. The normal

blood magnesium level in crabs (about 26 mM) was about half that present in

sea water and is well above the level which blocks neuromuscular transmission

in vertebrates. The electric response of the nerve was increased by magnesium.

Potassium in concentrations about 3 times the normal blood level produced con-

tracture, which was prevented by magnesium (78). The neuromuscular trans-

mission was facilitated by perfusion with fluids containing 5-20 per cent of the

normal blood concentration of magnesium (11). It seems that the blocking effect

of magnesium is very widespread, and obtained even when the mechanism of

neuromuscular transmission is different and not influenced by curare, supporting

the view of different sites of action of the two substances.

Investigations of the effect of tetanic stimulation during progressive neuro-

muscular block caused by curare or magnesium point in the same direction (16,

90, 107, 108). By stimulation of the motor nerve of mammalian muscle in situ

during partial curarization there is a brief phase of facilitation; when a single

stimulus is blocked, two stimuli of the same strength in rapid succession may still

excite. The facilitatory effect of a single volley is maximum after about 3 msec.

During tetanic stimulation of the nerve this effect is found only with the first few

stimuli; it is followed by a decrease in height of contraction, which occurs even

with a series of twitches elicited at 10-second intervals. This implies that the in-

hibitory after-effect of the single stimulus has a minimum duration of 10 seconds

in partially curarized muscles (113a). The decline in tension is the more marked,
the higher the frequency of stimulation (frequency of stimulation 20-120 per sec.)

(16). Moreover, during partial curarization tetanic stimulation through the nerve

is followed by a period of post-tetanic potentiation, during which the response to a

single volley is enhanced. This post-tetanic effect lasts several minutes depending

on the duration and the frequency of the conditioning tetanus (14, 1 13a).

These three effects are also found during a partial block produced by magne-

sium but there are certain differences. Magnesium produces an early facilitation

with a time course identical for both substances (90). However, the decrease in

tension of contraction, which is pronounced after curare, is slight and transient

during magnesium and, in contrast to findings with curare, an increase in stimu-

lation frequency reduces the period during which the contractions are decreased

(16). This was confirmed by Naess (107) who applied a somew-hat different

method of stimulation using periods of different stimulation frequencies (1-300

c.p.s.). He found that curare produced a pronounced inhibition to high stimula-

tion frequencies, whereas contractions produced by single stimuli and low fre-

quencies showed less reduction in amplitude. Magnesium produced inhibition at

low stimulation frequencies, with comparatively little reduction in contraction

amplitude at high frequencies (107). When the neuromuscular transmission was

nearly blocked, neostigmine in curarized muscle could only restore the single

twitches, whereas after magnesium it restored the response to all frequencies of

stimulation (107, 108).
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The post-tetanic effect found with curare was present with magnesium as well

(88). The degree and the duration of the post-tetanic potentiation vary in the

same way with the conditioning tetanus under magnesium and curare (15). But

is’ith magnesium the post-tetanic twitches are maximal immediately after the

tetanus and decline gradually; w’ith curare the amplitude of the first post-tetanic

twitches is relatively low’, and become progressively higher until a maximum is

reached, which suggests that the post-tetanic potentiation is gradually unmasked

(16).

The early short period of facilitation during partial curarization has been ex-

plained as being due to summation of the endplate potentials which reach thresh-

old for the establishment of transmission of impulses (39). The time course of

facilitation w’as approximately the same for curare and magnesium, which sug-

gests the same mechanism of facilitation. The post-tetanic potentiation outlasts

the stimulation of the nerve for several minutes, and it is improbable that acetyl-

choline can account for it. Rosenblueth and Morrison (1 13a) assumed that it

might result from potassium liberated during stimulation of the nerve. That

potassium actually can cause a potentiation similar to that after electrical stim-

ulation of the nerve was shown by Brown and v. Euler (22). Potassium was

assumed to lower the threshold of muscle fibers previously unexcitable. It is in

accordance herewith that potassium can counteract curarization and antagonize

the magnesium block (20).

An explanation for the decrease in contraction height found during tetanic

nerve stimulation of the partially curarized muscle, and for the differences be-

tween curare and magnesium effects is still lacking. There are several hypotheses

which deal w-ith changes in the amount of acetylcholine released or changes in

threshold (1 13a, 113, 90), but none seems fully satisfactory. That neostigmine

after curarization reestablishes only single twitches but not a response to high

frequency stimulation indicates a complex mode of action of curarine (108).

Cardiovascular System. The depressant action of magnesium on the heart was

known before Meltzer and Auer’s studies stimulated interest in the anesthetic

action and demonstrated that the cause of death after parenteral administration

was respiratory failure. That magnesium causes a fall in blood pressure was demon-

strated by Meltzer and Auer (96) and later confirmed by several authors (94, 133,

93). The main interest of recent investigators was an attempt to find the site of

the complicated action on the cardiovascular system.

Electrocardiographic examinations demonstrated a depressant action on

rhythm and conduction. Magnesium prolonged the P-Q conduction time and

extended the QRS complex, while the cardiac rate w-as lowered (100, 114, 101,

122).

The action upon the conduction system of the heart w’as shown to be inde-

pendent of vagus impulses (34). More recently it w’as demonstrated that slowing

of the heart rate is caused partly by blocking of the cardioaccelerator ganglion

(see p. 403), but in addition there is a direct inhibitory action on the spontaneous

rhythm of the heart (126). At a time when the conduction system was affected,

the heart muscle itself was relatively unimpaired, the systole being vigorous until
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the heart stopped (122). Mechanical stimulation was still possible after cardiac

arrest (1 14). This is in agreement with recent investigations on the effect of

magnesium on the isolated papillary muscle. Calcium and magnesium produced

a slight rise in threshold, the effect of magnesium was least pronounced and very

small compared with the effect of potassium. Magnesium had no demonstrable

effect on either myogram or electrogram (6 1 , 56) . Direct investigations on the

heart-lung preparations demonstrated that increase of the magnesium concen-

tration in serum diminished the competence of the heart and decreased the sys-

temic output. The total output remained nearly constant and, because of the

decrease in rate, the stroke volume was increased (127). Competence of the heart

could be restored by calcium, which is in contrast to the findings of Smith, Wink-

ler and Hoff (122), who found that the serum magnesium concentration necessary

to stop the heart action was not increased by addition of calcium.

The serum concentrations associated with depression of the cardiac conduction

system were examined by Smith, Winkler and Hoff (122). After a transient

accelerating effect (probably produced by the fall in blood pressure caused by

magnesium), the effect on conduction from auricles to ventricles occurred at

approximately 3-5 mM magnesium, and cardiac arrest usually occurred within a

serum magnesium range of 15-22 mM, the effective concentration depending on

the rate of infusion. Cardiac failure occurred at considerably higher concentra-

tions than those necessary for respiratory failure. In heart-lung preparations the

rate of discharge of the sino-atrial node was progressively depressed by increasing

concentrations of magnesium in the serum, a 10 per cent fall in heart rate being

found with a serum concentration of about 4 mM of magnesium (127). This is in
good agreement with findings in intact animals and indicates that the slowing

effect on heart rate begins at about the same concentration as the depressant

action on the reflexes.

Magnesium has especially been claimed to counteract extranodal cardiac

rhythms arising spontaneously or during therapy with digitalis glycosides. In

digitalized dogs, magnesium increased the degree of block by producing a further

delay in auriculo-ventricular conduction time and produced impulses of ectopic

origin (102). In dog heart-lung preparations, cardiac irregularity and fatal doses

of digoxin were not altered by increasing serum magnesium concentrations (up

to approximately 10 mM). But ventricular irregularities caused by digoxin could

be temporarily eliminated by injection of large amounts of magnesium solution

in the heart-lung preparation, in normal dogs and in dogs with denervated hearts.

The serum magnesium concentration was determined in one case to he approx-

imately 4 mM magnesium when the rhythm returned to normal (127). The

explanation of these discrepancies is not clear. The authors suppose that massive

doses temporarily produce a concentration of magnesium in the coronary circula-

tion which may be sufficient to stop foci of origin of heterotopic rhythms, but

which would be lethal if maintained over a long period.

The initial depressing action on the blood pressure occurs at very low serum

magnesium concentrations (1-3 mM magnesium) (72), and is accompanied by

a pronounced vasodilatation. As the serum concentration of magnesium is grad-
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ually increased, the fall in blood pressure continues until the heart stops. During

more recent years, interest was concentrated on the possible mechanisms re-

sponsible for the blood pressure lowering effect of magnesium. The main factor

seems to be a blocking action on the sympathetic ganglia. If magnesium is given

during stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve, a brief relaxation of the

nictitating membrane is observed. The principal site of this activity is located in

the ganglion, since concentrations which block the ganglionic potential and

ganglionic transmission have no influence on the conduction of impulses in pre-

and post-ganglionic fibers. A blockage of impulse transmission by magnesium was

found for the superior cervical, stellate and inferior mesenteric ganglia. This

general blocking effect on sympathetic ganglia is assumed to be an important

factor in the blood pressure lowering effect of magnesium (126). As stressed by

Stanbury (126) other factors might be involved as w’ell. (a) An effect on the vaso-

motor center; (b) a direct effect on peripheral vessels; and (c) change in cardiac

ou�tput. A depressant effect on the vasomotor center was considered unlikely by

this author, since the intracarotid injection of magnesium produced a rise in blood

pressure even after exclusion of vasomotor reflexes by evulsion of the cranial

nerves IX through XII (126). Perfusion of the cerebral ventricles with a solution

containing an excessive magnesium concentration (approximately 10 mM mag-

nesium), caused a fall in arterial pressure and a depression of the vasomotor

reflexes. This effect of magnesium was similar to that of calcium but less pro-

nounced (84), and its central origin can hardly be doubted. The concentrations

which evoke this depression are rather high as compared with those required for

neuromuscular block. A depression of carotid vasomotor reflexes could be produced

by magnesium injection and was antagonized by calcium (68a). By the tech-

nique applied, the site of action could not be decided. It is not known whether

calcium antagonizes the blocking effect of magnesium on sympathetic ganglia.

A direct effect on peripheral vessels can hardly be excluded. Magnesium produced

a fall in blood pressure in spinal dogs, and a vasodilatation was observed in frogs

with the central nervous system destroyed (66). This was confirmed on spinal

cats and in a cat in which sympathetic tone was eliminated by stabilizing the

blood pressure at a high level, injection of magnesium still causing a fall in blood

pressure (126). Stanbury (126) emphasizes that it is not possible on the basis of

these observations to differentiate between an effect on the cardiac output and
a direct effect on peripheral vessels.

As to a decrease in cardiac output as the cause of the fall in blood pressure

produced by magnesium, experiments on isolated heart-lung preparations dem-
onstrated a decrease in cardiac competence, but the total output and the mean

arterial pressure remained very nearly constant during successive additions of

magnesium chloride (concentrations of the order of magnitude of 7 mM magne-

sium) (see p. 402). It seems improbable, therefore, that depression of the heart

plays an important role in the lowering of blood pressure after magnesium in

anesthetic concentrations.

It may be concluded that the depressant action of magnesium on the blood

pressure is complicated; hardly any of the possible mechanisms can be excluded;
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most important is its blocking effect on sympathetic tonus, hut still more experi-

mental work is needed to clear up the relative influence of the individual mecha-

nisms of action.

Smooth Muscle. A direct effect of magnesium on smooth muscle of peripheral

vessels remains to be shown. It seems rather likely that it exists since there is a

direct depressant effect on other smooth muscles. A direct inhibitory action on

the nictitating membrane was found in addition to the inhibition produced by

blocking the superior cervical ganglion (126). A bronchodilator action of magne-

sium was found by perfusion of excised guinea pig lungs (65). In isolated intes-

tine, magnesium chloride reduced the contraction height obtained with acetyl-

choline and decreased the sensitivity of the muscle (140). In uterine muscle, an

increase in magnesium concentration above that of the usual Ringer’s solution

increased sensitivity to oxytocic hormone, whereas it interrupted or prevented

the spontaneous rhythm. This effect has been employed in the biological assay of

oxytocin (53, 74).

Antagonists to the Depressant Action of Magnesium. The depressant action of

magnesium is to a large extent antagonized by an excess of calcium. At moderate

magnesium doses intravenous administration of calcium acts immediately whereas

the protective action of calcium fails at high magnesium doses (97). Calcium

counteracts both the central and the peripheral depression (22a). Eserine can

counteract the effect of magnesium as well, but it acts more slowly (128) and the

depressant action is not completely abolished. With eserine the effect on respira-

tion is said to be the most prominent (76). The depressant action of magnesium

on the neuromuscular junction is antagonized by neostigmine but not so com-

pletely as by calcium (91). A combination of pentamethylenetetrazol and neo-

stigmine antagonizes magnesium anesthesia nearly completely, whereas penta-

methylenetetrazol alone has a slight effect and only on respiration. Neostigmine

alone has a somewhat more pronounced effect than pentamethylenetetrazol, but

still significantly less than the combined action of the two drugs. The magnesium

depression of indirect excitability of the muscle was unaffected by pentamethyl-

enetetrazol, but counteracted by neostigmine. The interpretation of these findings

is in agreement with the assumption of both a central and a peripheral site of

action of magnesium, the former being antagonized by the analeptic, neostig-

mine affecting the peripheral point of attack, and calcium intervening in both

(13).

Permeability. The effect of magnesium on the neuromuscular system is closely

related to its concentration in the serum (45, 73, 104, 42), but the concentration

in the central nervous system and the muscles does not increase during magne-

sium anesthesia. This was first demonstrated in brains of dogs dying under

magnesium anesthesia (92), and was later confirmed on brain and muscle (45,

131). In more recent experiments, a slight increase of magnesium content w-as

found in frog and mammalian muscle; this, however, was small as compared with

that of serum and it might be explained by an increase of the magnesium in the

extracellular space only (29, 130).

The lack of proportionality between the magnesium concentration in blood and
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in tissue is presumably due to the relative impermeability of the cellular mem-

brane to magnesium. When magnesium is administered intravenously in the

intact animal, it will be distributed over 20 to 25 per cent of the body w’eight

during the first 4 hours. This volume of distribution corresponds approximately

to the volume of the extracellular space. Later, within 24 hours, but at a time

when the anesthetic effect has ceased, a variable amount, which cannot be ac-

counted for as having been excreted, will leave the extracellular space and be

deposited in an unknown part of the body (124). Perfusion of the hindlegs of

frogs indicates that magnesium in this preparation can penetrate cells (muscle

or bone), the volume of distribution being greater than that of the extracellular

space (52). Whether this discrepancy is due to differences between intact and

perfused muscles, or whether there is some penetration of magnesium even in the

former can not be decided at present. Experiments on excised tissues have only

been performed on frog muscle and show a slow penetration of magnesium. Sus-

pension of frog muscle in solutions containing 80 mM magnesium showed a rapid

increase in magnesium concentration during the first half hour, followed by a

slow constant increase. Determinations of the extracellular space by means of

magnesium and inulin during the first half hour both gave 9 to 10 ml per 100

gram of muscle; hence, only the slow increase of magnesium concentration was

due to actual penetration into the muscle cell (18). If isolated frog muscle is

exposed for a long time (5 hours) to magnesium concentrations of the same order

of magnitude as those found during anesthesia (above 4 mM) magnesium enters

the muscle cell. The calculated volume of distribution was 60 per cent or more,

indicating that magnesium slowly penetrates the muscle cell (52).

Experiments with radioactive isotopes of magnesium have not been performed as

half-life of MgB and Mg27 unfortunately is very short (11.6 sec. and 9.6 mm.,

respectively).

The magnesium content of the central nervous system and of muscle is high

compared with the concentration in plasma. The concentration of magnesium in

the central nervous system is about 4.5 to 6 mM/kg (45, 29, 41), in muscle about

8 to 12 mM/kg (30, 51, 29), in plasma about 1.2 to 1.6 mM/kg. The figures

show some variation in different species and different individuals, and with

different methods of assay, but the order of magnitude is the same. Although

by far the greater portion of intracellular magnesium in muscle is unionized, the

actual concentration of the ionized and the unionized fractions is unknown. A

frog muscle suspended in magnesium-free Ringer’s solution retains 80 to 90

per cent of the total magnesium up to the fifth day (31). The main loss of mag-
nesium seems to occur within the first 5 hours, during which the loss amounts

to about 14 per cent of the total magnesium content (52). It is uncertain to

which anions magnesium is bound within the cell. The finding that the magne-

sium content of muscle cells is relatively constant in magnesium deficiency is

consistent with the assumption that magnesium is mainly bound to protein and

organic phosphate anions (135, 32).

Histochemical assay of magnesium in striated muscle fiber has given rather

contradictory results. It is well established that micro-incineration of striated
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muscle gj�res ash diagrams with a distribution which resembles the cross striation.

It is, however, difficult to decide whether the band with high ash content corre-

sponds to the anisotropic or to the isotropic segment of the fiber. Comparing a

micro-incinerated and an adjacent stained section in mammalian muscle, Scott

(1 17, 1 18) concluded that the ash lay in the anisotropic segments. In insect

muscle Engstrom (44) compared the site of the main ultraviolet absorption and of

the ash content in the same fiber in relation to well-defined reference points. In

these experiments, the ash was found to be localized in the ultraviolet absorbing

isotropic segments, while the anisotropic segments were practically devoid of

ash. By application of emission electron microscopy it was possible to differen-

tiate magnesium and calcium from potassium and sodium. Magnesium and cal-

cium were present almost exclusively w’ithin the muscle, but it was uncertain

where in relation to the anisotropic and isotropic segments (119).

By use of the electron beam of the electron microscope for micro-incineration,

not only organic but also more volatile inorganic material is removed and the

cross-striation disappears. The narrow striations of the fibril with a period of

400 A are, how-ever, present. This periodicity is interpreted as being due to the

more stable salts of calcium and magnesium (37). This would suggest that the

magnesium and calcium are distributed independently of the anisotropic and

isotropic segments. It seems, however, that the interpretations of the findings

need further experimental support.

Mechanism of Action. Anesthesia with magnesium is the only example of

anesthesia produced by a metallic electrolyte. When attempts are made to ex-

plain its mode of action, it seems natural to consider its role in the enzymatic

processes considered essential for the function of the neuromuscular system. The

magnesium ion has been shown to be an activator for tissue phosphatases and

phosphate transferring enzymes. Its piesence is of importance for the activity of

several enzymes with special functions in the neuromuscular system. The best

known of these are the enzymes which cause the enzymatic breakdown of adeno-

sinetriphosphate, and the enzymes which synthesize and split acetylcholine in

tissue. However, the main difficulty for all interpretations is that the magnesium

ion penetrates the cell slowly, while its depressant action occurs soon after an

intravenous injection and is abolished almost instantaneously by calcium. Con-

sequently it has often been suggested that the site of the anesthetic action of

magnesium ion must be primarily at the cell membrane, especially at that of

the neuromuscular junction. This is in accordance with the small increase in mag-

neseium concentration in brain and muscle found during magnesium anesthesia.

According to current concepts, the following sequence of events occurs in

neuromuscular transmission: The arrival of the nerve impulse with subsequent

liberation of acetyicholine, w’hich depolarizes the endplate; the depolarization

initiates a propagated impulse in the muscle fiber. Accordingly several mechanisms

could be involved in the blocking action of magnesium: the acetyicholine produc-

tion might be reduced; the endplate membrane might be prevented from re-

sponding normally; or the excitability of the muscle fiber membrane or the con-

tractility of the fiber substance might be decreased. The magnesium effect seems
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primarily to be localized to the endplate membrane, as the sensitivity to acetyl-

choline was found to be decreased while the excitability of the muscle was still

unimpaired. Sooner or later the muscle fiber is also affected. At the moment, it is

solely a matter for speculation whether magnesium, like curarine, decreases the

endplate potential, depolarizes it or acts by some other unknow-n mechanism. As

mentioned before, the experimental evidence seems to indicate a mechanism of

action which is different from that of curarine.

The explanation of the antagonistic effect of calcium is likewise obscure, though

a little more is known about the effect of calcium on the endplate potential.

Calcium produces a more general decurarizing effect, as curarization likew-ise

was found to be counteracted by calcium (50). Excess of calcium (4 to 5 times

normal content) increased the size of the endplate potential in curarized frog

muscle without appreciably altering its time course. Calcium raised the threshold

potential required for the initiation of muscle spikes with a given concentration

of curarine (40, 79, 28). In isolated fibers from frog muscle, a moderate excess of

calcium first caused a delay in onset of the spike, which indicates a decrease in

excitability of the muscle fiber. The amplitude of the endplate potential w’as not

increased by calcium. A further increase in the calcium concentration caused

neuromuscular block (81). The decurarizing effect of calcium has been explained

as being due to increased liberation of acetylcholine (33). In curarized muscle,

in contrast to normal, excess calcium increased the amplitude of the endplate

potential. This increase was not accompanied by an increase in sensitivity to the

depolarizing action of acetylcholine in the endplate region. This suggests that the

increase in amplitude may be due to an increase in the amount of acetylcholine

released at the endplate (28).

It is difficult to explain the magnesium-calcium antagonism on the basis of

these findings. We do not know the influence of calcium excess on the endplate

potential in a magnesium-treated muscle; and if calcium produces an increased

acetylcholine release this might be accompanied by a decrease in excitability of

the muscle fiber.

At higher concentrations of magnesium, a decrease in excitability and contrac-

tility of the muscle develops slowly, probably produced by the slow’ly penetrating

magnesium. As mentioned above, magnesium ion influences the enzymatic break-

down of adenosinetriphosphate (ATP), at present believed to be the final link

between the energy-yielding chemical reactions and mechanical activity.

The finding that myosin acts as an ATP-ase (43) links the process of energy

transfer to the contractile structure. The enzymatic activity of myosin and acto-

myosin (3, 132) was found to be strongly influenced by the electrolyte medium;

among other ions it was activated by calcium (2), whereas magnesium inhibited

ATP-ase activity (86). The ATP-ase activity of myosin and actomyosin was

differently influenced by magnesium. Pure myosin was inhibited at even the

low’est concentrations of magnesium, whereas phosphatase activity of actomyosin

was enhanced by magnesium with an optimum between 1 and 5 mM magnesium.

At high ionic strength (100 mM KC1), the activity of actomyosin was inhibited

by all magnesium concentrations, which was explained as being due to a dissocia-
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tion of the protein complex into actin and myosin. Calcium strongly enhanced

the enzymatic activity at concentrations between 1 and 100 mM ; this enhancing

effect was inhibited by all concentrations of magnesium (4). The phosphate up-

take of actomyosin threads with low ATP-ase activity was enhanced by magne-

sium (100 mM) (23).

The antagonistic action of magnesium-calcium in muscle was confirmed by

Greville and Lehmann (62) who tried to correlate it to the magnesium-calcium

antagonism of magnesium anesthesia. The role of magnesium ions in enzymatic

processes in living muscle is, however, complicated by its dependence on several

factors which are not sufficiently elucidated : the mutual relation hetw-een acto-

myosin and myosin, intramuscular pH, ionic strength and the concentration of

other activators and inhibitors. As mentioned before, the degree of ionization and

the localization of magnesium in the fiber are uncertain and several contradictory

statements about the effect of magnesium ions are met with. On the basis of a

study of the magnesium-calcium antagonism under a variety of conditions it was

concluded that myosin ATP-ase under the conditions met with in muscle is

probably subjected to the inhibitory action of magnesium (103). On the other

hand, ATP-ase activity of isolated myofibrosils (which retained considerable

organisation of structure) was found to be activated by magnesium (maximum

of activation at 5 mM) even in the presence of 100 mM KC1. Destruction of

structural organisation by 1.0 M KC1 or by storing transformed the magnesium

activation to inhibition. Evidence was presented that the ATP-splitting enzyme

was actomyosin, and it was presumed that the state of organisation of actomyo-
sin in the fibrils was responsible for this difference in behaviour (111). In view of

these discrepancies and of our incomplete knowledge of the conditions for enzy-

matic activity in living muscle fiber, it seems hardly possible at present to give a

consistent explanation for the depressant action of magnesium on muscle.

The question of the effect of magnesium on ATP-ase activity in living tissues

was treated from another point of view by examining the amount of ATP in

muscle and in brain during magnesium anesthesia. The ATP gain was higher in

muscle and in brain samples taken during magnesium anesthesia than in those

from the unanesthetised animal. There was a difference between animals in ether

anesthesia and in magnesium anesthesia as well, w-hich w-as claimed to indicate

that the decrease in ATP-content was not solely caused by the increased muscular

activity in unanesthetised animals. The increased content of ATP found in

muscles after application of magnesium was interpreted as being due to magne-

sium inhibition of the enzymatic breakdown at ATP into ADP and inorganic

phosphate (38). These findings in muscle were confirmed by Stoner (130) who, on

the basis of experiments with p32, interpreted the differences in. another way.

The specific activity (counts per mm. per mg P) of (ATP)P and phosphocreatine

P in magnesium-treated animals was significantly higher than in the controls,

whereas the specific activity of total organic P and the sum of (ATP)P acid and

stable ester P were unaltered. It was suggested that magnesium reduces the utili-

zation of ATP and of phosphocieatine in glycolysis and leads to an accumulation

of high energy phosphate bonds. That magnesium anesthesia increases the ATP
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content of the muscle is well established, but more experimental work is needed

to determine the mechanisms involved. Experiments on curarized animals could

possibly be of assistance in clarifying how far the increased amount of ATP in

muscle after magnesium is due to the absence of muscular movements.

A group of enzymes which are of great importance for the special functions of

the neuromuscular system and w-hich are affected by the magnesium ion are

acetylcholinesterase and acetylcholinacetylase.

The acetylcholine-splitting enzymes are known to he activated by magnesium

ions. Most investigations are concerned with the non-specific cholinesterase (98,

54, 55), but even the specific acetylcholinesterase from the electric organ of

torpedo was activated by magnesium in physiological concentrations, up to 2

mM. Calcium likewise acted as an activator (105). It w’ould be interesting to

know whether the concentrations obtained during magnesium anesthesia also

produce activation of cholinesterase, as an increase in the enzymatic breakdown

of acetylcholine would inhibit neuromuscular transmission as w’ell. The antago-

nistic effect of calcium cannot, how’ever, be explained by the effect on cholines-

terase.

Acetylcholine can be synthesised in cell-free solution. The enzyme responsible

for the synthesis w-as termed choline acetylase (106). This synthesis was dimin-
ished by calcium ions (49) and activated by magnesium ions in the presence of

citrate, the optimal concentration of magnesium being 4 m�’I (47, 48). As the

concentration of magnesium in the central nervous system is about 5 mM, it

seems plausible that an increase in the concentration of magnesium ions in the

extracellular fluid might inhibit the synthesis of acetylcholine. Experiments on

the cholineacetylase activity of brain tissue during magnesium anesthesia might

contribute to the solution of this problem.

Assay of Magnesium. The earliest method for the determination of magnesium in biolog-

ical fluids is based upon its precipitation as magnesium ammonium phosphate. Magnesium

is determined as phosphate by reduction of phosphomolybdic acid to a blue substance,

the amount of which is measured colorimetrically (19, 35, 99, 124). Moreover, phosphate can

be determined as the yellow molybdivanadophosphoric acid, which is claimed to be stable

over a longer time than the molybdenum blue (120, 121).

Another principle for the determination of magnesium is precipitation with 8-hydroxy-

quinoline. The hydroxyquinoline bound to magnesium can be determined in several ways:

Bromination of the magnesium hydroxyquinoline was described by Greenberg and

Mackey (60), the chief source of error being a loss of bromine through evaporation (59).

A cerimetric titration of the hydroxyquinoline has the advantage, that the amount of ceric

sulphate consumed by the same amount of hydroxyquinoline is about 8 times greater than

that of bromate in bromatometric titration (125). Colorimetric determination may be used

after addition of diazotised sulphanilic acid (112). Another possibility is to measure the

hydroxyqui noline micromanomet rically by direct combustion of the hydroxyqui nob ne

complex, the carbon being determined as CO2. This method was claimed to be more sen-
sitive than the colorimetric methods since the precipitate contains 18 carbon atoms

per atom of Mg (70). The formation of the insoluble Mg-hydroxyquinolate is also the basis
for the polarographic determination of magnesium. Direct polarographic determination is

impossible, but the excess of oxyquinoline left after precipitation with magnesium is deter-

mined by this technique (129, 136).

Before the determination of magnesium with ammonium phosphate or hydroxyquinoline
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it is necessary to precipitate the calcium. One of the main difficulties in the removal of

calcium as oxalate is the separation of magnesium and calcium, as some magnesium oxalate
is always occluded. The difficulty arises chiefly when the quantity of magnesium exceeds
that of calcium (8, 12). In normal serum the separation of calcium and magnesium ap-

parently has not presented difficulties for the estimation of magnesium. In magnesium
anaesthesia, when the serum contains about 10 times the value of the normal serum, the
separation of calcium results in a loss of 4 to 8 per cent of the total magnesium (42). This

error could be overcome by using slow precipitation at high temperature (100#{176}C.)(8) at
low pH (3 to 4) (89, 137).

Several methods exist which can be used in the presence of calcium. The colorimetric
method for the determination of magnesium by means of Titan yellow is based on the de-
velopment of a red magnesium hydroxide-titan yellow complex (6, 64, 69, 82). With this

method calcium need not be removed, since it does not interfere with the colour produced

by magnesium in concentrations ordinarily found in blood (57). The sensitivity of the

method was increased 10-fold by Orange and Rhein (109). This method might prove suitable

with larger amounts of magnesium in plasma as well.

In addition to precipitation, magnesium in body fluids can be determined by direct

spectroscopy (17, 27).
A method for the determination of magnesium based upon isolation by electro-deposi-

tion in the presence of calcium has been developed by Terkildsen (134).
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